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Introduction
The OSMOSE program is a collaboration on reactor physics experiments between the United States Department of Energy and the France Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique. At the working level, it is a collaborative effort between the Argonne National Laboratory and the CEA Cadarache Research Center.
The objective of this program is to measure very accurate integral reaction rates in representative spectra for the actinides important to future nuclear system designs, and to provide the experimental data for improving the basic nuclear data files. The main outcome of the OSMOSE measurement program will be an experimental database of reactivity-worth measurements in different neutron spectra for the heavy nuclides. This database can then be used as a benchmark to verify and validate reactor analysis codes. The OSMOSE program (Oscillation in Minerve of isotopes in Eupraxic Spectra) aims at improving neutronic predictions of advanced nuclear fuels through oscillation measurements in the MINERVE facility on samples containing the following separated actinides : The first part of this report provides an overview of the experimental protocol and the typical processing of a series of experimental results which is currently performed at CEA-Cadarache.
In the second part of the report, improvements to this technique are presented, as well as the program that was created to process oscillation measurement results from the MINERVE facility in the future.
Experimental protocol and statistical review
The oscillation technique
Principle
This technique consists in oscillating samples that contain the studied actinide in the center of the experimental lattice in order to measure the associated reactivity variation. The uncertainty of this measurement, due to the reproducibility of the experiment, is proven to be lower than 1% [3] . Each sample is placed in an oscillation rod and moved periodically and vertically between two positions located in and out of the experimental zone as shown in Figure 1 .
The studied sample is compared to a reference sample that differs only by the lack of actinide and that is placed in the bottom of the oscillation rod. Each sample is measured at least 4 times in order to significantly decrease systematic errors. A measurement corresponds to 10 oscillations of 120 seconds each.
The variation in flux induced by the oscillation is detected by a fission chamber placed in the driver zone, called the pilot chamber, which is servo-driven by a rotary automatic pilot rod. The pilot rod uses cadmium sectors, as shown in Figure 2 , to compensate for the reactivity variations. The pilot rod is calibrated using 235 U and 10 B samples, whose reactivity worth is known with uncertainties better than 1% through deterministic calculations.
Taking into account the uncertainties on the measurement (~1%), the samples (~2%), and the calibration of the pilot rod (~2%), the final experimental accuracy on the reactivity worth is about 3%.
The oscillation channel
The oscillation channel is a vertical electro-mechanical device (Figure 3) , which is servo-driven by a position mechanism, whose characteristics are: square, pseudo square or sinusoidal movement; 900 mm stroke with selection of the mean position; sinusoidal period from 10 to 120 sec; square period from 20 to 120 s; square transit time of 1 sec; and sinusoidal transit time of 5 sec. The oscillation is controlled by a clock, which provides synchronization signals and also sends them to the acquisition system. In the following study, the pseudo-square signals are preferred.
The automatic pilot rod
The pilot rod of MINERVE is a servo-driven system that rotates Cadmium sections in overlapping patterns (Figure 2 ) to cause a change in the neutron absorption of the pilot rod as a function of the angle of the rotor. The reactivity worth of the pilot rod is minimal when the sectors fully overlap, and maximal when they do not overlap (Figure 4 ).
The technique does not determine the absolute value of reactivity for a given rotor position, but instead is based on the relative reactivity effect, which is significantly more accurate for determining small changes in reactivity.
The automatic pilot rod is coupled with a Boron ionization chamber placed in the reflector through a measuring chain controlled by the neutron flux variations caused by the oscillations. A captor enables the recording of the rotation angle of the rotor (and so the superposition of the Cadmium sections) in the form of an analog voltage. 
Calibration of the automatic pilot rod
Because of the overlapping Cadmium sections and the rotation of the Cadmium sections, the effect on reactivity is not proportional to the rotor position for all angles of rotation. The calibration of the pilot rod is necessary to determine the range of angles of rotation of the rotor that are proportional to reactivity (reactivity curve), and to accurately determine the differential change in reactivity (differential efficiency curve).
Reactivity curve of the pilot rod
To calibrate the pilot rod for oscillation measurements, the first stage dealt with verifying that the reactivity range of the pilot rod matches the range of the sample reactivity, i.e. ± 0.0001 (10 pcm). This was accomplished by positioning the pilot rod at different angles (i.e. different values of voltage on the rotor) and measuring the reactivity excess of the core. By doing this over the entire range of angles, a calibration curve of the pilot rod is created, as shown in Figure 5 . This is a crude calibration that is adequate for initial positioning of the pilot rod but not sufficient for detailed measurements of small reactivity changes. The differential efficiency curve is the variation of the pilot rod angle (∆θ) induced by a fixed small variation of reactivity (∆ρ) around the pilot rod angle θ. It is expressed by f(θ) = ∆ρ/∆θ, and processed as DEM1 for the angle θ 0 in MINERVE. The differential efficiency curve of the pilot rod is shown in Figure 6 .
On an appropriate pilot rod angle, the differential efficiency curve is linear and can be written as:
where θ 0 is a reference mean angle (chosen in the middle of the linear part of the differential efficiency curve) and K depends on the slope of f(θ) and on θ 0 [2] [4] . The angle of the pilot rod is measured in arbitrary pilot units, and processed as DEM2 in MINERVE.
Assuming a reference mean angle θ 0 = -700000 p.u., the constant K deduced from Figure 5 for the R1UO2 configuration is K= -8.939 x10 -7 .
Theoretical approach of the correlation for the differential efficiency curve
The graph in Figure 6 shows the differential efficiency curve of the pilot rod obtained in MINERVE using an inverse linear fitting function for f(θ). The origin of the correlation is described to propose another way to deal with the signal from the pilot rod, based on the following parameters: A linear fit is performed in order to determine the value f(θ 0 ) based on f(θ). This can be written as follows:
where C B is a constant to determine [2].
Since θ ≠ θ 0 , a Taylor expansion to the first order gives:
For θ ≠ θ 0, the Taylor series of the f function is also: 
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Figure 7: Differential efficiency curve of the pilot rod in the R1UO2 configuration using an exponential fitting function As a result:
Although the previous equation is valid, it suggests an exponential fitting function such as:
Taking the positive value of f(θ) in the previous equation, leads to:
This fitting function is plotted in Excel to perform a linear regression and determine the coefficient C B , based on the calibration measurements provided by CEA ( Figure 7 ).
The coefficient of linear regression provided by Excel, R 2 , is still close to 1, although its value should be better in order to assess the hypothesis of an exponential fitting function. Notice that the value of the slope, C B = -8.63 x 10 -7 , is satisfying compared to the previous one.
Conclusions about the correlation for the differential efficiency curve
The fact that the CEA performed a linear fitting from the experimental amplitude instead of an exponential fitting can be explained because only the first fitting function is implemented on the data processing system of the MINERVE facility. Besides, it has been argued that introducing more subtle functions would just increase the uncertainties on the correlation. This point cannot be neglected, since the regression coefficient obtained in the exponential case is not that good. Therefore, we will apply a linear correction with C B = -8.939 x 10 -7 to the signal provided by the automatic pilot rod during the measurements in the following study.
Collecting data from the experiments
The oscillation technique involves an analysis of periodic signals in the form of analog voltages, which represent the phenomena. The signals corresponding to the rotation angle of the pilot rod, the position of the oscillation rod, and the signal from the pilot chamber (respectively in red, yellow and blue on Figure 8 ) are synchronized by the control clock of the oscillation device, and processed in real time by the acquisition system, composed of a micro-processor and an acquisition card with analog-to-digital converters [4]. Figure 9 shows an example of the signal of the pilot rod resulting from this processing. Notice the prompt jump and prompt drop phenomena, due to the oscillation mechanism: the sample suddenly disappears from the experimental zone, is transitorily replaced by the aluminum spacer and then by the other reference sample placed in the oscillation channel. Notice also that the stability mechanism of the control chain affects the signal in the return to the mean stage value, especially on the second upper stage. The mean amplitude of the pilot rod is determined for each cycle of oscillation. This value is noted as:
where i is the number of the measurement, out of n measurements and j is the number of the cycle.
The comparison of the amplitude for each cycle within one measurement provides information on the repeatability of the oscillations. This review will be performed in the following section.
The amplitudes of the 20 cycles are then averaged to obtain the mean amplitude of a given measurement, noted as A ci . The comparison of the mean amplitude for all measurements of the same sample provides information on the reproducibility of the measurement. The mean amplitudes are finally averaged over all of the measurements to determine the mean amplitude for a given sample, noted as A c . The mean amplitude for a sample is then compared with the values from the calibration samples to determine the reactivity effect of the sample [2].
Study of the stability in positioning of the oscillator on a given cycle
To assess the stability in positioning of the oscillator on a given cycle, j, of the measurement i, the following approach is followed.
Methodology
Each cycle is made of 120 measurement points. Because of the prompt drop and prompt jump phenomena, the stability stages are checked with points 1 to 30 and 111 to 120 for the upper stage (40 points) and with points 51 to 90 for the lower stage (also 40 points).
For each cycle, the mean amplitude is determined as:
) ( Considering that the points of upper and lower stages are uncorrelated, we can calculate the composed standard deviation of A cij as follows:
where σ(h ij ) and σ(b ij ) are the standard deviations of the points from the upper and the lower stage respectively.
Results
A previous study performed by CEA [2] on 12 measurements of 20 cycles has shown that this uncertainty is comprised between 0 and 111 (arbitrary unit) before the refurbishment of the oscillation device, and between 2 and 110 (a.u.) after refurbishment, whereas the mean amplitude was about 390000 a.u. This proves the excellent stability known at about 0.01% in both cases. Considering that this amplitude corresponds to a stroke of 700mm for the oscillation rod, we can conclude that the stability in positioning on a given cycle is better than 0.1mm.
Study of the repeatability in positioning of the oscillator on 20 cycles
After having checked the stability on a given cycle, the repeatability in positioning of the oscillator on all cycles (j from 1 to 20) of the measurement i is then assessed.
Methodology
A Chi-square test (χ 2 -Test) is performed with a risk α = 5% between the internal and the external standard deviations of the amplitude averaged on 20 cycles of a measurement, defined as follows: Thus, the uncertainty on repeatability associated with the mean position on an individual cycle is 20 x σ ext (A ci ).
The χ 2 -Test is defined with the following hypotheses:
The risk α = 5% is the risk to conclude that σ ext (A ci ) is superior to σ int (A ci ), when H 0 is realized.
The following ratio is assessed: so that the repeatability in positioning of the oscillator on a given measurement cannot be fully explained by the stability on a cycle.
Results
The χ 2 -Test was performed on 12 measurements of the VALMONT program at the CEACadarache. Table 1 summarizes the results after the refurbishment of the oscillator.
Notice that the hypothesis H 0 cannot be accepted (except for measurement #9). Therefore, the uncertainty associated with the repeatability in positioning of the oscillator on the 20 cycles of a given measurement cannot be explained by the stability on a cycle.
The external standard deviation has to be retained to assess the repeatability in positioning. It is comprised between 7 and 37 au, corresponding to the range 0.01-0.07 mm in terms of absolute position. Multiplying this range by 20 gives the uncertainty on repeatability associated with the mean position on a given cycle, which is comprised between 0.04 mm and 0.31 mm. 
Study of the reproducibility in positioning of the oscillator on all measurements
After having checked the stability on a given cycle and its repeatability, the reproducibility in positioning of the oscillator on all measurements is then assessed.
Methodology
A similar one-tailed Chi-square test (χ 2 -Test) with a risk of α = 5% is performed between the internal and the external standard deviations of the amplitude averaged on the 12 measurements of the experiment, defined as follows: so that the reproducibility in positioning of the oscillator from one measurement to another cannot be fully explained by the repeatability in the signal on a given measurement.
Results
The χ 2 -Test was performed on the same 12 measurements of the VALMONT program at the CEA-Cadarache. Table 2 summarizes the results after the refurbishment of the oscillator.
Notice that the hypothesis H 0 cannot be accepted either. Therefore, the external standard deviation has to be retained to assess the reproducibility in positioning. It is equal to 19 au, corresponding to 0.03 mm in terms of absolute position. Multiplying this value by 12 gives the uncertainty on reproducibility associated with the mean position on a given measurement, which is equal to 0.1 mm. Multiplying that value by 20 gives the uncertainty on reproducibility associated with the mean position on a given cycle, which is equal to 0.5 mm. This is the uncertainty associated to the stroke of the oscillation rod during any cycle. Notice that it is low (0.5%) compared to the length of the oscillated samples (~100 mm). Table 2 Results concerning the reproducibility in positioning of the oscillator on 12 measurements of the VALMONT program after refurbishment The first method of interpreting the experimental results is described in this section. The signal to process is the voltage from the automatic pilot rod, which is directly proportional to its rotation angle.
The causes of uncertainty on the signal are numerous [6] . Only the random part of the uncertainty will be considered. It can be separated into two independent terms, which are physically consistent -the statistical fluctuation in a measurement for a given loading of the oscillation rod and the fluctuation associated with the loading of the oscillation rod. The second term is different from one measurement to another.
Therefore, for a measurement campaign: This standard deviation is estimated based on the hypothesis that only the loading of the sample and the statistical fluctuation of the signal affect the uncertainty on the measurements. In order to qualify this generic standard deviation, we must check for each sample that s σˆ accounts for all measurement uncertainties. A comparison with the common estimate standard deviation, s, will be performed through a χ 2 -Test and is defined as follows: 
Methodology for processing a 10 cycle measurement
The previous method determines the standard deviation which accounts for all uncertainties of a given measurement. In the OSMOSE program, the studied samples were oscillated in ten cycle measurements. For each measurement, the following process is used for processing the data:
For importing and scrutinizing the data -(1) the signal values are copied from the raw data files and broken up into 10 columns representing the 10 cycles; (2) each value is multiplied by 4093 [7] in order to harmonize the ranges with the pilot unit specific to MINERVE ; (3) a simple algorithm sorts the points and rejects the irrelevant values due to the prompt drop and prompt jump phenomena ; and (4) the DEM1 and DEM2 values are also copied, corresponding to the starting angle of the pilot rod, and the mean reactivity worth of the sample compensated by the pilot rod.
For the calculations -the original DEM1 value is corrected according to the correlation in Section 1. The results are presented in the next section and it appears that outliers can also be dealt with based on the proposed χ 2 -Test. Consequently, some values are able to be rejected from a series of measurements of a given sample. This will be developed further and other statistical tests used to detect outliers out of experimental results will also be introduced.
Processing the data from OSMOSE measurements
An automatic data processing macro was developed in Excel to make a cross-comparison with the results from CEA concerning the first 50 measurements of the OSMOSE program. The macro proceeds in the same way as described in Section 2.2.5.2 and then additional tests are performed to detect outlying results.
Implementing the current method
Structure of the raw data
The output files from the acquisition system of MINERVE described in Section 2.1.5 are available. The experiment on the first series of OSMOSE samples is identified at CEA by the code FEX 47. All files therefore have a name like: 00470 + [number of measurement] + [extension]. They are stored in a folder structure described in Figure 10 . The first file, which has a common Outlook extension, contains the parameters of the measurement. It is used to identify the name of the sample and the date of the measurement.
The operators of MINERVE use channel 2 of the acquisition system to record the voltage signals from the automatic pilot rod. First, they set the angle of the pilot rod at the beginning of each cycle of a measurement, which should be about -700000 au, as explained in Section 2.1.4. This value is stored as DEM2, and is found in the file with the ".v02" extension. The pilot chamber also returns a voltage representing the mean value of the reactivity due to the sample which is stored in the file with the ".v02" extension as well and is treated as DEM1 [7] .
Each sample of the first series has been oscillated at least 4 times in MINERVE. Each oscillation measurement counts 10 cycles of 120 seconds. The automatic pilot rod thereby returns 1200 values corresponding to the differential reactivity worth of the sample, which are stored in the ".Da2" file. 
Importing, sorting and scrutinizing the data
As described before (in 2.2.5.2), the data is imported into Excel and separated into 10 columns. In each column, the 120 values of the differential reactivity worth for each cycle are reported. DEM1 and DEM2 are also reported. Notice that the 120 values are multiplied by 4093 in order to standardize them with the pilot unit. The mean cycle is then calculated in an eleventh column.
In a second step, the data are scrutinized in order to reject the points that are not valuable for further processing. With a simple test based on the regularity of a mathematical continuous function, the points corresponding to the prompt jump and prompt drop phenomena and to the time delay of the controlling chain of MINERVE are removed from the data array. In fact, the original column is copied into a new one, where only the values corresponding to the flattest lower and upper stages as possible are retained.
An option allows the mean cycle of the considered measurement to be plotted in a separate worksheet. This is especially useful to see the effect of the data processing.
Calculating the output values and the statistical estimators of a measurement
From then on, the mean value of the signal, S cij , is calculated for each cycle, as well as the amplitude between the upper and the lower stage, A cij . As seen before, A cij corresponds to the reactivity worth of the OSMOSE sample compared to the calibration sample placed in the bottom of the oscillation rod (Boron sample at 60 ppm, known as nb 8).
The DEM1* value is also calculated. This is the corrected value of DEM1, based on the correlation described in Section 2.1.4.3.
The macro then calculates the average values of the signal (S ci ), the amplitude (A ci ), and DEM1* (D ci ) for the 10 cycles for the considered measurement. The next step is to calculate the statistics for each measurement. These are the standard deviation for the 10 DEM1* values and the first sum of 
Statistical review of all measurements of each sample
All measurements on MINERVE were performed in a cyclic way. Table 3 shows the sequence of all 50 measurements with associated dates and sample names. Notice that calibration samples are regularly oscillated in MINERVE to check the consistency of the results.
The first step of the review is to re-order these measurements sample by sample. This is performed in separate Excel worksheets for the values of A ci (amplitude), D ci (DEM1*) and S ci (mean value of the signal). Since the following statistical analysis is the same for each output parameter, the focus is on the amplitude of a given sample.
First, the mean value of all measurements of the sample, A c , is calculated. Based on this value, the macro calculates the estimators 
Results and comments
Output files
The automatic data processing returns two output files: (1) the import file, where all the raw data is sorted and scrutinized, and (2) the statistical file, where the data are arranged sample by sample and tests are performed. Figure 11 is an excerpt of the import file, especially the headlines. Figure 12 shows the plot of a mean cycle, whereas Table 4 shows the statistical results for the natural U sample. The negative χ 2 -Test result is explained in the next. section. 
Cross-comparison with CEA results
CEA-Cadarache provided Excel files resulting from its own analysis of the oscillation measurements with the raw data files from MINERVE. The study that has been described in this report aims at making a cross-comparison with these results.
The review of all OSMOSE samples led to an outcome which was very similar to the conclusions of CEA-Cadarache. Appendix 1 summarizes the results obtained at ANL. Some measurements at the beginning of the experiment were considered as erroneous or at least inaccurate. Especially in the case of Unat, the first two measurements turn out to be outliers when considering the whole sample of 8 measurements. The results are similar for other samples whose χ 2 -Test result was negative, such as Ure (Uranium from reprocessing). A closer look at the measurements led to the conclusion that the automatic pilot rod returned signals that were more regular after September 8, 2005 than before. It is assumed that the operators progressively got better at the loading of the oscillation rod. At least their technique became more consistent after September 8, 2005 . This appears clearly in the suspected terms σ l 2 . Therefore, all results obtained prior to this date are questionable. CEA-Cadarache came to the same conclusion.
Nevertheless, although the values corresponding to the reactivity of each sample are consistent, there is a slight systematical difference from CEA results. We checked the reason for that and pointed out that the input values from the automatic pilot rod are different from the CEA values, for all measurements. There must be a filter in the acquisition system of MINERVE [7] . Other acquisition channels besides channel 2 report values with similar trends, which are related to the intermediary systems of the measuring control chain of the pilot rod (among others the signal from the Boron chamber dedicated to the pilot rod). This issue remains to be resolved until a proper investigation and understanding of the acquisition system of MINERVE or the acquisition protocol of its operators can be completed.
Conclusions
The main conclusion from this review of the oscillation results is that there is consistency between the ANL and CEA results. The method was successfully implemented but the input data should be checked in order to come to a point of resolution as to which values to use for DEM1 and DEM2.
It is also interesting to detect outlying values from a repetitive experiment such as the oscillation measurements [7] . The question is addressed in the next section.
Dealing with inconsistent data points
Common tests and main problems
Outliers in survey data are generally considered to be observations which are a long way from, or inconsistent with, the remainder of the data [8]. They are often the result of response or capture errors during collection. Outlier detection in surveys is commonly used to macro edit respondent data. This relieves the burden of excessive micro editing by detecting errors in data through the analysis of aggregate data [9] .
Most outlier detection methods use some measure of distance to evaluate how far away an observation is from the center of the data. To measure this distance, the sample mean and variance may be used but since they are not robust to outliers, they can mask the very observations we seek to detect. This is particularly true when dealing with small samples (in terms of number of measurements), which is the case for the OSMOSE measurements. To avoid this masking effect, robust scale and location estimators, which are inherently resistant to outliers, may be used. This is why many outlier detection methods use order statistics, such as the median or quartile.
Perhaps the most popular univariate outlier detection technique for survey data is the quartile method. This method creates an allowable range for the data using lower and upper quartiles: data falling outside of the range are outliers. The method is not only robust, but simple and nonparametric. An adaptation of the quartile method was proposed [11] for trend data where the trends are first transformed to dampen a size masking effect [10].
T-Test in means
Principle
The principle of T-Test in means is to compare the means of two different samples at a certain level of confidence. The estimator calculation is based on the standard deviation of each sample. The idea is to sort the measurements of a sample, and then to apply two one-tailed T-Tests for each upper and lower tail of the sample: a test between the whole sample and the sample minus the lower value and a test between the whole sample and the sample minus the upper value.
Theoretical approach
Consider two samples -a sample, A, of n a values, with a mean a x and a standard deviation σ a and a sample, B, of n b values, with a mean b x and a standard deviation σ b .
Define the standard deviation, S est , as:
The estimator for the T-Test in mean is then:
It is to compare with the theoretical value, T α,υ , from the Student law with υ = n a + n b -2 degrees of freedom and at a level of confidence α = 5%. If the result of the test is T > T α,υ , then the difference in means between the two samples is significant at the level of confidence 1-α = 95%.
In our case, sample A is the original sample from OSMOSE measurements and sample B is a sample that contains the same values as A, but includes the suspected outlier. Thus, if T > T α,υ , then the suspected value is a significant outlier at the level of confidence 1-α = 95%.
Results and conclusions
In a similar way to the previous χ 2 -Test (Section 3.1.4), the data from the 50 measurements of OSMOSE samples is processed on a separate worksheet. But instead of calculating the estimators as the theoretical approach suggests, we used an Excel function, TINV( ), which can perform a one-tailed T-Test and returns the level of confidence for the two selected samples to have the same mean. Results are shown in Appendix 2. The parenthetical equations are designed for testing x n , the highest value rather than the lowest value, x l . In Dixon's notation, the first digit in the subscript of each ratio, r ij , refers to the number of possible suspected outliers on the same end of the data as the value being tested, while the second digit indicates the number of possible outliers on the opposite end of the data from the suspected value. Thus, the ratio r l0 simply compares the difference between a single suspected outlier (x l or x n ) and its nearest-neighboring value to the overall range of values in the sample. In other words, it determines the fraction of the total range that is attributable to one suspected outlier. The other ratios are similarly formulated except that they use sub-ranges that are specifically designed to avoid the influence of additional outliers either on the opposite end of the data (r ll and r 12 ), on the same end of the data (r 20 ), or both (r 21 and r 22 ). Clearly, the latter ratios require larger sample sizes to perform satisfactorily. Dixon subsequently generated critical values for all of these ratios [13] for sample sizes and recommended (based on a combination of the relative performance of each ratio and its degree of independence from other outlying values) that, as a general rule, the various ratios be applied as follows [14] : 
Dixon's Q-
for 7 3 ≤ ≤ n ,
Results
As it has been done with χ 2 -and T-Tests, the Q-Test was implemented in Excel as part of the macro performing the statistical review. For each sample, the ratios are calculated when possible (there are conditions on the minimum size of the sample for upper ratios), and the ratio corresponding to the sample size is highlighted according to Dixon's suggestion (Section 3.2.3.1). This Q-Test is performed in parallel with the T-Test in order to compare the conclusion of both tests. Results are shown in Appendix 2 as well. It seems that the Q-Test is more efficient than the T-Test, since some measurement results that are somewhat different from all other measurements are systematically rejected, which is the way we would like the sample to be statistically processed.
Conclusions
In characterizing performance, we should characterize errors in a manner that is useful to others who must judge acceptability in their laboratory situations. Comparing the results and interpretation between CEA and ANL is a good example. But the criteria for methods will differ in different laboratories; thus, acceptability will depend on the particular application. Analysis by T-Test is useful, but will not provide specific estimates of errors when proportional error is present. Moreover, this test may be masked by many deviant values at the same tail of the sample. That is why the Q-Test is preferred and widely used to analyze experimental results which are supposed to fit a Gaussian distribution. Dixon's Q-Test is a robust test for outlying values, since it is proven to reject every deviant value, whatever the distribution and as long as the sample has more than 3 measurements. In our study, both tests lead to the same conclusion as in Section 3.1.5.2 -all measurements performed before September 8, 2005 are questionable.
Many aspects of the OSMOSE program have been addressed in this report. The experimental part of the project is still on-going at CEA Cadarache and oscillation measurements are forecasted until the year 2009 for OSMOSE and beyond for other programs. Therefore, the automatic data processing method presented in this report was designed to be used again, since it has only been applied to the first series of 50 measurements from FEX 47.
As long as the structure of the output data from MINERVE is the same, the only parameter to modify is the number of measurements, and then the macro runs for itself. All measurements are scrutinized for flaws of the measuring chain, sorted out, calculations and statistical tests for outlying values are run and all results are summarized in a single file.
The statistical review described in this report is not necessarily a new approach, since most of the calculations were already performed at CEA or ANL before. But it was a way to perform a crosscomparison with the previous results. This step is more important as it may seem, since the OSMOSE program involves two laboratories which share results within this framework, but do not necessarily have the same methods.
The ultimate goal of the project is to perform the measurements and provide the highest quality data to the international community as the means to check and improve basic nuclear data. In this end, the cross-comparison of results and the continued study are vital for the improvement and quality assurance of the program.
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